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fibsrtact 
In order to accelerate low-energy protons and 

heave-ions, a wide accelerating frequency range is 
necessary. Such applications of accelerating structures with 
arorphous cores loaded cavity have been studied by several 
laboratories. In this article a eethod of corputation the 
irpedance of a coaxial cavity loaded with amorphous toroidal 
cores is described. In this corputation is sham, what a 
dorinant role is played by the skin-effect in a core with a 
foliated structure. As a result of an analysis of electric 
and magnetic fields distribution, the cavity irpedance is 
corputed. The irpedance depends on capacity and magnetic 
permeability, having real and ieayinary parts. These parts 
depend on frequency, the sheet thickness, conductivity, and 
on perreability of the material at zero frequency, It is 
important that this irpedance nay be stabilized in soce 
frequency ranye. Applications of accelerating systers of 
this type are discussed in different cases.. 

1. INTRDDUCTION 

A very high magnetic permeability of arorphous metals 
pereits to use it in various acceleratiny systers Cll,CZl. 
In these systeas a coaxial cavity louded with amorphous 
toroidal cores having a foliated structure is used. In case 
of hoooyenous material with zero conductivity having 
constant eaynetic and electric perreability in a 
coaxial-type cavity, electric and magnetic fields in most 
part of cavity have only E& and Hy components on T &ode. 
But in case of aaorphous toroidal cores with a foliated 
structure and non-zero conductivity the longitudinal 
corponents electric field Ez and current Jz are 
preserited too. As a result electroraynetic fields are 
non-uniform in each layer of retal. This skin-effect is 
mall usualy in low freyuency transforres, but it can play a 
dominant role at radio-frequency range. As a result of the 
analysis of electric and magnetic fields in layers of the 
retal and in isolation between layers the input cavity 
irpedance will be calculated over wide frequency range. 

II. ANALYSIS OF THE FIELDS IINR GENERAL RESULTS 

The coaxial cavity with the foliated structure is shown 
in Figure 1. The tine harmonic azimuthal symmetric lode rust 
satisfy the Waxuell equations which can besolved in loca: 
lay; of tetal or isolation, 

gz= (d9/fs)‘Zo ej(iut-KZ) (i) 

Er- = (jfi/fs) Zf ej(m’-Kzj (2) 

Hy=Z, e ht -Kz) 
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&re 

z 0 = As 3, (4 s I-1 + 13s Ah kd-9 

z 1 ‘= As 3, (W-.+13s N, ~a(~/~) 

~~=cL)~&~/L(S - jMs2d+K2 

fs =~s+jfsu; s=f,z -.. > 
J9 , Er br - are magnetic perreability at zero 
frequent , ’ dielectric permeability and conductivity in 
layer: tl, 1 . A4 f - are the Bessel functions; As, 8s - 
are consta&s’ for ‘the layer; 1 - is the current in the 
inner tube. 
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Figure 1. Coaxial-type cavity sith foliated toroidal cores. 
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In Figure 1 we can see three layer5 
(dielectric-retal-dielectric) at one radial period of core. 
We assume that in case of foliated structure the 
longitudinal component electric field is equale to zero just 
cn the local surfaces, 

Ezm,=Erm=&(~,=o (53 
We assuee the continuity the tangential corponents electric 
and eaynetic fields on bounderies between retal and 
isolation as well. In such case the longitudinal current 
9~ passing in opposite directions in two zones of retal, 
and force lines of electric field have “snake-type’ 
shape-This current passes fros zone pd F to ,FL r 
along end face of the layer, and the yaps between cores do 
not disturb picture of the field. Using equations ill, (31, 
(5) and continuity the fields, we can write the linear 
equations systea which contains six constants 4s , Rs , 
Using this syster we can write the dispersion equation i? 
the following general fore: 

o=lzm,rll- 0 
IV, n;-i, 2,3&t. 6 

kt ere 
1> - is a deterrinant of the linear system, Zrn,n - are 
the Bessel functions with coefficient, or zero. During 
further investigations ne assume fulfilrent of the followinn, 
mdutions: 

WE2 LL&,2; f LLG(~~ -in the retal; 

d,A, LL/; a,=hO; &,.=Q - in the dielectric; 

~/,2/J”&/, A/,~/(ddf - in cores as 

Using asyrptotic form of the Bessel functions in 
#eta1 and expansion in series in zone of dielectric 
can present equation (bl in the following forr: 

&d,4 + &d;2+ Go =o 

a whole. 

zone of 
I31 we 

where 

Gr=j(A~~4~[b2~~;~)gih2p~z~ 
&= (A&h) co32P 

Go= OJ=E,/Y~ ~72 P/P 

Py=(n2i2j (iL42brd’ (81 
Dispersion equation (71 can be solved relative tad, and to 

wave vector K 

Of equations (11, (31, (51, (71 we recieve the following 
cmequence as well. 

r; /Yym,-i-& /Liwg 
As a result of relation (101 in dielectric dependence 

analogous to T code in case with the hoeogenous raterial is 
obtained. But in metal drop of the aaynetic field is 
observed. This drop depends on P (El because of the 
skin-effect. Using these result and addition condition (4) 
we can corputate intensity of vortex u between inner and 
outer tubes. Sueeation of two naves having wave vector?& 
gives the cavity input irpedance Z and vector adrittance 
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lo these foro$as K&.&?q)’ is the complex wave 
Kctor (91; .$ - is the resulting dielectric permeability; 
a- is the resulting magnetic perreability in the foliated 
core. Forwla (14) generalizes result 141 in case of 
fqiiated core. 

111. THE SPECIRL CASES 

On of the typical conditions: 

f& jG-?in, ~=~~~/u6s-’ I 

CA 2 h /o %?m-w; Aif. = JNb s/o 4 
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pararetr P22 and a5 a result .&El. In this case 
the general formula5 (121, (141 will he as follows: 

q= I&y/ e -3% 

~-+g$-/jY+~ t&i-j 
where 

%=A cos(?z$h39i#~h~ 

)$fl&'fl (n/8) -!? Ga c.8) 

. J=Jh& /[do& - CcJi% 

& jin@c/[chOs-Wb%~ 

Qs -2 gy~~(p//8) /’ 6&=2Pml%~ 
@.c //q,L =-&w,, (r’/q/) ‘“z 
The result iiii gives attenuatio - frequency 

:izracteristic /,$I at high frequency. Both part5 
-:cpctntion result of the vector admittance is shown i: 
Figm 2. 

-2 1 -3 . 

I:: zone #&I (“short cavity’) the inpedance and 
:ector admittance will be as follows: 

z“ )& Al +A2 
II- 

Eb (f-j) 
ZLt7nV4) Azf 

Ir! ;ooe31# (‘long cavity’) the impedance and vector 
admittance are low-dependent on L or f’ as a result of 
an attenuation over the length L . In this zone impedance 
::atchinq with generator over wide frequency range is mare 
sixple, but the losses ray be high. 

Resonance takes place only in one point @CT//a. In 
this zone the losses are low, but impedance matching may be 
aore corplicated. The operating zone and cavity length cay 
be selected with taking isto account the acceleraiticq qap 
;apariti cj 

zBf= y= Y+ j,Fy $ ,* 
dissipative power P d 

p~&Qi&= e z 

Fy 49 fLvu1 In ’ ) 
3; .! wtput generator impedance, 
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Figure 2. Characteristics of the vector adaittance and shunt 
impedance A $ hr q-’ 
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